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1. Introduction
We consider a family of complete non-compact strictly convex hypersurfaces Σt embedded in Rn`1
which evolve by any positive power of their Gauss curvature K.
Given a complete and strict convex hypersurface Σ0 embedded in Rn`1, we let F0 : Mn Ñ Rn`1 be
an immersion with F0pMnq “ Σ0. For a given number α ą 0, we say that an one-parameter family of
immersions F : Mn ˆ p0,T q Ñ Rn`1 is a solution of the α-Gauss curvature flow, if for each t P p0,T q,
FpMn, tq “ Σt is a complete and strictly convex hypersurface embedded in Rn`1, and Fp¨, tq satisfies
(˚α)
$&%
B
Bt Fpp, tq “ Kαpp, tq~npp, tq
lim
tÑ0 Fpp, tq “ F0ppq
where Kpp, tq is the Gauss curvature of Σt at Fpp, tq and ~npp, tq is the interior unit normal vector of Σt at
the point Fpp, tq.
The evolution of compact hypersurfaces by the α-Gauss curvature flow is widely studied. The case
α “ 1 corresponds to the classical Gauss curvature flow which was first introduced by W. Firey in [14]
and later studied by K. Tso in [21]. Other works include those in [1, 9, 10, 11, 15]. The power case was
studied by B. Chow in [8] and also in the works [2, 3, 4, 16, 17].
In [11] the optimal regularity of viscosity solutions of (˚α), which are not necessarily strictly convex,
was studied. These results are local and apply to both compact or non-compact settings.
In this work we will assume that the initial surface Σ0 is a complete convex graph over a domain
Ω Ă Rn, that is Σ0 “ tpx, u0pxqq : x P Ωu for some function u0 : Ω Ñ R. The domain Ω may be
bounded or unbounded. In particular, the case where Σ0 is an entire graph over Rn will be included.
Since the regularity results of [11] apply in this setting as well, we will be mostly concerned here with the
questions of existence rather than those of regularity and we have chosen to take a more classical approach
to the problem and assume that the initial hypersurface Σ0 is locally uniformly convex. Our local a priori
estimates will guarantee that the solution is locally uniformly convex for all t ą 0 and therefore it becomes
instantly smooth independently from the regularity of the initial data. In the case of a compact initial data
this result was shown in [1, 3].
K. Ecker and G. Huisken in [12, 13] studied the evolution of entire graphs by Mean curvature. In
particular, it was shown in [13] that in some sense the Mean curvature flow on entire graphs behaves
better than the heat equation on Rn, namely an entire graph solution exists for all time independently from
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the growth of the initial surface at infinity. The initial entire graph is assumed to be only locally Lipschitz.
This result is based on a clever local gradient estimate which is then combined with the evolution of |A|2
(the square sum of the principal curvatures) to give a local bound on |A|2, independent from the behavior
of the solution at spatial infinity. The latter is achieved by adopting the well known technique of Caffarelli,
Nirenberg and Spruck in [6] in this geometric setting. More recently, Sa´ez and Schnu¨rer [19] showed the
existence of complete solutions of the Mean curvature flow for an initial hypersurface which is a graph
Σ0 “ tpx, u0pxqq : x P Ω0u over a bounded domain Ω0, and u0pxq Ñ `8 as x Ñ BΩ0.
An open question between the experts in the field is whether the techniques of Ecker and Huisken in
[12, 13] can be extended to the fully-nonlinear setting and in particular on entire convex graphs evolving
by the α-Gauss curvature flow. In this work we will show that this is the case as our main result shows.
Theorem 1.1. Let Σ0 “ tpx, u0pxqq : x P Ωu be a locally uniformly convex (defined below) graph given
by a function u0 : ΩÑ R defined on a convex open domain Ω Ă Rn such that
(i) u0 attains its minimum in Ω and infΩ u0 ě 0;
(ii) if Ω ‰ Rn, then lim
xÑx0
u0pxq “ `8, for all x0 P BΩ;
(iii) if Ω is unbounded, then lim
RÑ`8
`
inf
ΩzBRp0q
u0
˘ “ `8.
Then, given an immersion F0 : Mn Ñ Rn`1 such that Σ0 “ F0pMnq, and for any α P p0,`8q, there
exists a complete, smooth and strictly convex solution Σt :“ FpMn, tq of the α-Gauss curvature flow (˚α)
which is defined for all time 0 ă t ă `8. In addition, there is a smooth and strictly convex function
u : Ωˆ p0,`8q Ñ R satisfying Σt “ tpx, up¨, tqq : x P Ωu, lim
tÑ0 upx, tq “ u0pxq, and the following
(˚˚α) BuBt “
pdet D2uqα
p1` |Du|2q pn`2qα´12
.
Σ0
(a) Ω “ Rn
Σ0
(b) Ω “ BRp0q
Σ0
(c) Ω “ Rn´1 ˆ R`
Figure 1. Examples of the initial hypersurface Σ0
Since we have not assumed any regularity on our initial surface Σ0, we give next the definition of a
locally uniformly convex hypersurface which is not necessarily of class C2.
Definition 1.2 (Uniform convexity for a hypersurface). We denote by C2H pRn`1q the class of second order
differentiable complete (either closed or non-compact) hypersurfaces embedded in Rn`1. For a convex
hypersurface Σ P C2H pRn`1q, we denote by λminpΣqpXq the smallest principal curvature of Σ at X P Σ.
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Given any complete convex hypersurface Σ and a point X P Σ, we define λminpΣqpXq by
λminpΣqpXq “ sup
 
λminpΦqpXq : X P Φ, Φ P C2H pRn`1q, Σ Ă the convex hull ofΦ
(
and we say that
(a) Σ is strictly convex, if λminpΣqpXq ą 0 holds for all X P Σ;
(b) Σ is uniformly convex, if there is a constant m ą 0 satisfying λminpΣqpXq ě m for all X P Σ;
(c) Σ is locally uniformly convex, if for any compact subset A Ă Rn`1, there is a constant mA ą 0
satisfying λminpΣqpXq ě mA for all X P ΣŞ A.
Remark 1.3 (General initial data). Given a complete and locally uniformly convex hypersurface Σ0 em-
bedded in Rn`1, there exist an orthogonal matrix A P Opn ` 1q, a vector Y0 P Rn`1 and a function
u0 : ΩÑ R such that AΣ0 ` Y0 B tY0 ` AX : X P Σ0u “ tpx, u0pxqq : x P Ωu, and the conditions (i)-(iii)
in Theorem 1.1 hold. Thus, Theorem 1.1 shows the existence of a smooth strictly convex solution Σt of
(˚α) for any complete locally uniformly convex hypersurface Σ0.
Remark 1.4 (Translating solitons and asymptotic behavior). J. Urbas in [22] studies complete noncompact
convex solutions of (˚α) which are self-similar. In particular he shows that for any α ą 1{2 and any
convex bounded domain Ω Ă Rn, there exists a translating soliton solution of (˚α) which is a graph over
Ω. Conversely, these are the only complete noncompact convex solutions of (˚α) for α ą 1{2 which
move by translation. On the other hand, he shows that for α P p0, 1{2s and any λ ą 0 there exist a entire
graph convex translating soliton solution of (˚α) which moves with speed λ. It would be interesting to
see whether these translating solitons appear as asymptotic limits, as t Ñ `8, of the solutions Σt to (˚α)
given by Theorem 1.1 in the corresponding range of exponents.
Discussion on the Proof : The proof of Theorem 1.1 mainly relies on two local a’priori estimates: a local
bound from below on the smallest principal curvature λmin of the solution Σt, given in Theorem 3.3, and
a local bound from above on the speed Kα of Σt, given in Theorem 4.1. Notice that the first estimate
is used to control the speed Kα. The first bound follows via a Pogolerov type computation involving
an appropriate cut-off function on Σt. The second bound uses the well known technique by Caffarelli,
Nirenberg and Spruck in [6] which was also used by Ecker and Huisken in the context of the Mean
curvature flow in [13].
One of the challenges comes from the fact that the evolution equations of the position vector Fpp, tq
and its curvature have the differential linearized operators since Kα is not homogeneous of degree one for
α ‰ 1n . To be specific, while the linearized operator L B BK
α
Bhi j ∇i∇ j appears in the evolution of curvatures
(equations (2.7) and (2.6) below), the position vector Fpp, tq , determining the evolution of our cut off
functions, satisfies the different equation BBt F “ pnαq´1L F. After the linearized operators are matched,
the evolution of our cut off function ψ (equation (2.4)) has a reaction term which depends on the Gauss
curvature. To establish local curvature estimates we carefully control the reaction terms which appear
from the gap between the differential operators.
Another difficulty arises from the non-concavity of the equation (˚α). In the most challenging case
where nα ě 1, (˚α) is neither concave nor convex equation. In previous works [2, 4, 8, 16] which concern
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with the compact case, global estimates on the smallest principal curvature λmin were shown by using the
support function on S n.
A brief outline of the paper is as follows: in section 2 we derive some basic equations under the α-Gauss
curvature flow and also obtain our local gradient estimate. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to our two crucial
local a’priori bounds, the lower bound on the principal curvatures and the upper bound on the speed Kα.
In the final section we establish the all time existence of the flow which is done in two steps: first we show
the existence of a complete solution Σt on t P p0,T q, where T “ TΩ depends on the domain Ω. Then, we
construct an appropriate barrier to guarantee that each Σt remains a graph over the same domain Ω, for all
t P p0,T q, implying that T “ `8 independently from the domain Ω.
1.1. Notation. For the convenience of the reader, we summarize the following notation which will be
frequently used in what follows.
(i) We recall that gi j “ xFi, F jy, where Fi B ∇iF. Also, we denote as usual by gi j the inverse matrix
of gi j and Fi “ gi j F j.
(ii) Assume Σt is a strictly convex graph solution of (˚α) in Rn`1. Then, we let u¯p¨, tq : Mn Ñ R
denote the height function u¯pp, tq “ xFpp, tq, ~en`1y.
(iii) Given constants M and β ě 0, we define the cut-off function ψβ by
ψβpp, tq “ pM ´ βt ´ u¯pp, tqq` “ maxtM ´ βt ´ u¯pp, tq, 0u.
In particular, we denote ψ0 B pM ´ u¯pp, tqq` by ψ for convenience.
Also, given a constant R ą 0 and a point Y P Rn`1, we define the cut-off function sψ by
sψpp, tq “ pR2 ´ |Fpp, tq ´ Y|2q` “ maxtR2 ´ |Fpp, tq ´ Y|2, 0u
(iv) For a strictly convex smooth hypersurface Σt, we denote by bi j the the inverse matrix ph´1qi j of
its second fundamental form hi j, namely bi jh jk “ δik. Notice that the eigenvalues of bi j on an
orthonormal frame are the principal radii of curvature.
(v) We denote by L the linearized operator
L “ αKαbi j∇i∇ j
Furthermore, x , yL denotes the associated inner product x∇ f ,∇gyL “ αKαbi j∇i f∇ jg, where
f , g are differentiable functions on Mn, and } ¨ }L denotes the L-norm given by the inner product
x , yL
(vi) We denote by υ “ x~n, ~en`1y´1 the gradient function (as in [13]).
(vii) H denotes the mean curvature.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we will derive some basic equations under the α-Gauss curvature flow and also obtain a
local gradient estimate. We begin by showing some basic evolution equations.
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Proposition 2.1. Assume that Ω and Σ0 satisfy the assumptions in Theorem 1.1 and let Σt be a complete
strictly convex graph solution of (˚α). Then, the following hold
Btgi j “ ´2Kαhi j(2.1)
Btgi j “ 2Kαhi j(2.2)
Bt~n “ ´∇Kα B ´p∇ jKαqF j(2.3)
Btψβ “ Lψ` pnα´ 1q υ´1Kα ´ β(2.4)
Btsψ ď L sψ` 2`nα` 1qpλ´1min ` RqKα(2.5)
Bthi j “ L hi j ` αKαpαbklbmn ´ bkmbnlq∇ihmn∇ jhkl ` αKαHhi j ´ p1` nαqKαhikhkj(2.6)
BtKα “ LKα ` αK2αH(2.7)
Btbpq “ L bpq ´ αKαbipb jqpαbklbmn ` bkmbnlq∇ihkl∇ jhmn ´ αKαHbpq ` p1` nαqKαgpq(2.8)
Btυ “ L υ´ 2υ´1}∇υ}2L ´ αKαHυ(2.9)
Proof of (2.1). Observe Btgi j “ xBt∇iF,∇ jFy ` x∇iF, Bt∇ jFy “ x∇iBtF,∇ jFy ` x∇iF,∇ jBtFy. Hence,
x∇iF, BtFy “ 0 gives Btgi j “ ´2xBtF,∇i∇ jFy “ ´2xKα~n, hi j~ny “ ´2Kαhi j.
Proof of (2.2). From gi jg jk “ δik, we can derive Btgi j “ ´gikg jlBtgkl “ 2Kαgikg jlhkl “ 2Kαhi j.
Proof of (2.3). |~n|2 “ 1 implies xBt~n, ~ny “ 0. Also, x~n,∇iFy “ 0 leads to
xBt~n,∇iFy “ ´x~n, Bt∇iFy “ ´x~n,∇iBtFy “ ´x~n,∇ipKα~nqy “ ´∇i Kα
from which (2.3) readily follows.
Proof of (2.4). The definition of the linearized operator L— αKαbi j∇i∇ j gives
LF B αKαbi j ∇i∇ jF “ αKαbi j hi j ~n “ nαKα ~n “ pnαqBtF(2.10)
which yields that Lu¯ “ pnαqBtu¯. Therefore,
Btψβ “ ´β´ Btu¯ “ ´Lu¯` pnα´ 1qBtu¯´ β
holds on the support of ψβ B pM ´ βt ´ u¯pp, tqq`. Substituting for Btu¯ “ xBtF, ~en`1y “ xKα~n, ~en`1y “
Kαυ´1, where υ B x~n, ~en`1y´1, yields (2.4).
Proof of (2.5). By (2.10), on the support of sψ— pR2 ´ |F ´ Y|2q` we have
Btsψ “´ 2xpLF ´ pnαqBtFq ` BtF, F ´ Yy “ ´2xLF, F ´ Yy ` 2pnα´ 1qxKα~n, F ´ Yy
ďL sψ` 2}∇F}2L ` 2Kα|nα´ 1||F ´ Y| ď L sψ` 2αKαbi jgi j ` 2pnα` 1qRKα
ďL sψ` 2nαλ´1minKα ` 2pnα` 1qRKα ď L sψ` 2pnα` 1qpλ´1min ` RqKα.
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Proof of (2.6). We have
Bthi j “Bt x∇i∇ jF, ~ny “ x∇i∇ jBtF, ~ny ` x∇i∇ jF, Bt~ny “ x∇i∇ jpKα~nq, ~ny ` xhi j ~n, Bt~ny
“∇i∇ jKα ` x∇ jKα∇i~n, ~ny ` x∇iKα ∇ j~n, ~ny ` Kαx∇i∇ j~n, ~ny ` 0.
By x∇i~n, ~ny “ 0 and x∇i∇ j~n, ~ny “ ´x∇ j~n,∇i~ny “ ´himhmj , we deduce
Bthi j “ ∇i∇ jKα ´ Kαhimhmj .(2.11)
Applying K “ detphi jg jkq “ detphi jq detpgklq, ∇ log detphi jq “ bkl∇hkl and Bbkl{Bhmn “ ´bkmbln on the
first term on the right hand side of (2.11), yields
Bthi j “ ∇i∇ jKα ´ Kαhimhmj “ ∇ipαKαbkl∇ jhklq ´ Kαhimhmj
“ α2Kαbklbmn∇ihmn∇ jhkl ` αKα Bb
kl
Bhmn∇ihmn∇ jhkl ` αK
αbkl∇i∇ jhkl ´ Kαhimhmj
“ αKαbkl ∇i∇ jhkl ` αKαpαbklbmn ´ bkmblnq∇ihmn∇ jhkl ´ Kαhimhmj .
On the other hand,
αKαbkl∇i∇ jhkl “αKαbkl∇i∇kh jl “ αKαbkl∇k∇ih jl ` αKαbklRik jmhml ` αKαbklRiklmhmj
“αKαbkl∇k∇lhi j ` αKαphi jhkm ´ himhk jqhml blk ` αKαphilhkmbkl ´ himhklbklqhmj
“Lhi j ` αKαphi jhkm ´ himhk jqgmk ` αKαphim ´ nhimq hmj
“Lhi j ` αKαHhi j ´ nαKαhim hmj
and (2.6) easily follows.
Proof of (2.7). From (2.11) we have
LKα “ αKαbi jpBthi j ` Kαhimhmj q “ αKαbi jBthi j ` αK2αH.
Also, from K “ detphi jq detpgklq, we derive that
BtKα “ αKαBtplogpdet hi jq ` logpdet gklqq “ αKα bi jBthi j ` αKα gklBtgkl
“ LKα ´ αK2αH ` αKα gklBtgkl.
Aplying (2.2) on the last term yields (2.7).
Proof of (2.8). The identity bi jh jk “ δik leads to
Btbpq “ ´bipb jqBthi j(2.12)
∇mbpq “ ´bipb jq∇mhi j(2.13)
Therefore,
∇n∇mbpq “ ´b jq∇nbip∇mhi j ´ bip∇nb jq∇mhi j ´ bipb jq∇n∇mhi j
“ 2b jqbikbpl∇nhkl∇mhi j ´ bipb jq∇n∇mhi j.
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Hence, Lbpq B αKα bnm ∇n∇mbpq satisfies
Lbpq “ 2αKαbnmb jqbikbpl∇nhkl∇mhi j ´ bipb jqLhi j “ 2αKαblpb jqbkibnm∇lhkn∇ jhim ´ bipb jqLhi j.
Combing the last identity with (2.6) and (2.12) yields
Btbpq “ ´bipb jqpLhi j ` αKαpαbklbmn ´ bkmbnlq∇ihkl∇ jhmn ` αKαH hi j ´ p1` nαqKαhikhkjq
“ Lbpq ´ αKαbipb jqpαbklbmn ` bkmbnlq∇ihkl∇ jhmn ´ αKαHbpq ` p1` nαqKαgpq
which gives (2.8).
Proof of (2.9). By (2.3) we have Btυ “ ´υ2 x~en`1, Bt~ny “ υ2 x~en`1,∇Kαy. Furthermore,
Lυ “ ´αKαbi j ∇ipυ2 x~en`1,∇ j~nyq “ ´2αKαbi jυ∇iυ x~en`1,∇ j~ny ` αKαbi jυ2 x~en`1,∇iph jkFkqy
“ 2υ´1}∇υ}2L ` αKαbi jh jkhki υ2 x~en`1, ~ny ` υ2 x~en`1, αKαbi j p∇ih jkqFky
“ 2υ´1}∇υ}2L ` αKαHυ` υ2x~en`1,∇Kαy
Combining the above yields (2.9).
We recall the notation υ B x~n, ~en`1y´1 (gradient function) and ψβpp, tq B pM´ βt´ u¯pp, tqq` (cut-off
function) where u¯pp, tq “ xFpp, tq, ~en`1y denotes the height function. We will next show the following
local gradient estimate.
Theorem 2.2 (Gradient estimate). Assume that a smooth hypersurface Σ0 satisfies the assumptions in
Theorem 1.1 and let Σt be a complete strictly convex smooth graph solution of (˚α) defined on Mnˆr0,T s,
for some T ą 0. Given constants β ą 0 and M ě β,
υpp, tqψβpp, tq ď M max
 
sup
QM
υpp, 0q, β´1n 1nα`1 pnα´ 1q`
(
where QM “ tp P Mn : u¯pp, 0q ă Mu.
Proof. First use (2.4) and (2.9), that is
Btψβ “ Lψβ ` pnα´ 1qυ´1Kα ´ β
Btυ “ Lυ´ 2υ´1}∇υ}2L ´ αKαHυ
to compute
Btpψβυq “ ψβLυ´ 2ψβυ´1}∇υ}2L ´ αψβKαHυ` υLψβ ` pnα´ 1qKα ´ βυ
“ Lpψβυq ´ 2x∇ψβ,∇υyL ´ 2ψβυ´1}∇υ}2L ´ αψβKαHυ` pnα´ 1qKα ´ βυ
“ Lpψβυq ´ 2υ´1x∇pψβυq,∇υyL ´ αψβKαHυ` pnα´ 1qKα ´ βυ.
Since (ii), (iii) in Theorem 1.1 imply that ψβ is compactly supported, for a fixed T P p0,`8q, the function
ψβ υ attains its maximum on Mn ˆ r0,T s at some pp0, t0q. If t0 “ 0, then we obtain the desired result.
Assume that t0 ą 0. Then, at pp0, t0q, we have
Btpψβυq ´Lpψβυq ě 0
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which is equivalent to
pnα´ 1qKα ě αψβKαH υ` βυ “ pαψβKαH ` βq υ.
Hence, an interior maximum can be achieved only if nα ě 1. From now on, we assume that nα ě 1. If
we multiply the last inequality by MK´α and use that M ě β we obtain
pnα´ 1qM ě pαMψβH ` βMK´αqυ ě βpαψβH ` MK´αqυ.
On the other hand, M ě ψβ implies αψβH ` MK´α ě αψβH ` ψβK´α ě pαH ` K´αqψβ. Hence,
pnα´ 1qM ě βpαH ` K´αqψβυ ě βn
´ nα
nα` 1 H `
1
nα` 1 K
´α
¯
ψβυ.
Next, we apply the Young’s inequality
nα
nα` 1 H `
1
nα` 1 K
´α ě H nαnα`1 K´ αnα`1 “ pHK´ 1n q nαnα`1 .
Since H ě n K1{n, we conclude that in the case nα ě 1, t0 ą 0, the following holds at pp0, t0q
pnα´ 1q`M ě βn´1n nαnα`1ψβυ “ βn´ 1nα`1 ψβυ
from which the desired inequality readily follows.

3. Lower bounds on the principal curvatures
In this section we will obtain lower bounds on the principal curvatures, as stated in Theorem 3.3. We
will achieve this by using Pogorelov type estimates with respect to bii. Recall that bi j denotes the inverse
matrix of the second fundamental form hi j. Since bii depends on charts, we will find the relation between
bii and the principal curvatures as [7]. We begin with a simple observation holding on every smooth strictly
convex hypersurface which we prove here for the reader’s convenience.
Proposition 3.1 (Euler’s formula). Let Σ be a smooth strictly convex hypersurface and F : Mn Ñ Rn`1
be a smooth immersion with FpMnq “ Σ. Then, for all p P Mn and i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu, the following holds
biippq
giippq ď
1
λminppq .
Proof. Let tE1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Enu be an orthonormal basis of TΣFppq satisfying LpE jq “ λ j E j, where L is the
Weingarten map and λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λn are the principal curvatures of Σ at p. Denote by tai ju the matrix satisfying
Fippq B ∇iFppq “ ai jE j and by tci ju the diagonal matrix diagpλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λnq. Then, LFippq “ hi jppqF jppq
implies
bi jppqLF jppq “ bi jppqh jkppqFkppq “ Fippq “ gi jppqa jmEm
Observing that for the sum a jkEk “ řnk“1 a jkEk we have Lpa jkEkq “ a jkLpEkq “ a jkλkEk “ a jkckmEm, it
follows that
gi jppqa jmEm “ bi jppqLF jppq “ bi jppqLpa jkEkq “ bi jppqa jkckmEm
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Hence,
gi jppqa jm “ bi jppqa jkckm
Denoting by ai j and ci j the inverse matrices of ai j and ci j respectively, we have
gi jppqa jmcmlanl “ bi jppqa jkckmcmlanl “ binppq
Thus, for each i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu, the following holds
biippq “
ÿ
j,l,m
gi jppqa jmcmlail “
ÿ
j,l,m
xFippq, F jppqya jmcmlail
By setting Fippq “ a¯i jE j, we observe ai j “ aikxFkppq, F jppqy “ aikxaklEl, a¯ jmEmy “ aikakla¯ jmδml “ a¯i j.
Thus, we have xFippq, F jppqy “ xaikEk, a jrEry “ aikak j, which yields
biippq “
ÿ
j,k,l,m
aika jka jmcmlail “
ÿ
k,l,m
aikδkmc
mlail “
ÿ
k,l
aikcklail “
ÿ
k
aikaikλ´1k “
ÿ
k
paikq2λ´1k
ď
ÿ
k
paikq2λ´1min “ λ´1min
ÿ
k, j
xaikEk, ai jE jy “ λ´1minxFippq, Fippqy “ λ´1mingiippq

Remark 3.2. In [8], Chow obtained lower bounds on the principal curvatures of a closed solution Σt of
(˚1{n) by applying the maximum principle for ∇¯ξ∇¯ξS ` g¯ξξS where S p¨, tq is the support function of Σt,
and ∇¯ is a covariant derivative compatible with a metric g¯ of the unit sphere S n. See also [2, 4, 16]. Notice
that the eigenvalues of ∇¯i∇¯ jS ` g¯i jS with respect to g¯i j are the principal radii of curvature as those of bi j,
and the maximum principle also apply for bξξ{gξξ if Σt is a closed solution. However, gi j depends on time
t while g¯i j does not.
We will next show a local lower bound on the principal curvatures of Σt in terms of the initial data,
which constitutes one of the crucial estimates in this work. We recall the definition of the cut-off function
ψβpp, tq B pM ´ βt ´ u¯pp, tqq`, where u¯pp, tq B xFpp, tq, ~en`1y denotes the height function.
Theorem 3.3 (Local lower bound for the principal curvatures). Assume that a smooth hypersurface Σ0
satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 1.1 and let Σt be a complete strictly convex smooth graph solution
of (˚α) defined on Mn ˆ r0,T s, for some T ą 0. Then, given constants β ą 0 and M ě β, the following
holds `
ψ
´np1` 1α q
β λmin
˘pp, tq ě M´np1` 1α q min" inf
QM
λminpp, 0q, β
pn´1q` 1α
pn2pn` 1qpnα´ 1q`qpn´1q` 1α
*
where QM “ tp P Mn : u¯pp, 0q ă Mu, and pnα´ 1q´1` “ `8, if nα ď 1.
Proof. Consider the cut-off function ψβ B pM´βt´u¯pp, tqq`, where u¯pp, tq “ xFpp, tq, ~en`1y denotes the
height function. Observe that the conditions (ii), (iii) in Theorem 1.1 imply that ψβ is compactly supported.
Therefore, for a fixed T P p0,`8q, the function ψnp1` 1α qβ λ´1min attains its maximum on Mn ˆ r0,T s at a
point pp0, t0q. If t0 “ 0, then we obtain the desired result by the bound ψβ ď M and the conditions on our
initial data. So, we may assume in what follows that t0 ą 0.
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We begin by choosing a chart pU, ϕq with p0 P ϕpUq Ă Mn, on which the covariant derivatives ∇iFpp0, t0q B BipF ˝ ϕqpϕ´1pp0q, t0q(i“1,¨¨¨ ,n form an orthonormal basis of pTΣt0qFpp0,t0q satisfying
gi jpp0, t0q “ δi j, hi jpp0, t0q “ δi jλipp0, t0q, λ1pp0, t0q “ λminpp0, t0q.
In particular, at the point pp0, t0q we have b11pp0, t0q “ λ´1minpp0, t0q and g11pp0, t0q “ 1. Next, we define
the function w : ϕpUq ˆ r0,T s Ñ R by
w B ψ
np1` 1α q
β
b11
g11
.
Notice that on the chart pU, ϕq, if t ‰ t0, then the covariant derivatives
 ∇iFpp0, tq(i“1,¨¨¨ ,n may not form
an orthonormal basis of pTΣtqFpp0,tq. However, since Proposition 3.1 holds for every chart and immersion,
we have w ď ψnp1` 1α qβ λ´1min. Hence, for pp, tq P ϕpUq ˆ r0,T s, the following holds
wpp, tq ď ψnp1` 1α qβ λ´1minpp, tq ď ψ
np1` 1α q
β λ
´1
minpp0, t0q “ wpp0, t0q
which shows that w attains its maximum at pp0, t0q.
Observe next that since ∇g11 “ 0, the following holds on the support of ψβ
∇iw
w
“ n
´
1` 1
α
¯∇iψβ
ψβ
` ∇ib
11
b11
.(3.1)
Let us differentiate the equation above, again.
∇i∇ jw
w
´ ∇iw∇ jw
w2
“ n
´
1` 1
α
¯∇i∇ jψβ
ψβ
´ n
´
1` 1
α
¯∇iψβ∇ jψβ
ψ2β
` ∇i∇ jb
11
b11
´ ∇ib
11∇ jb11
pb11q2 .
Multiply by αKα bi j and sum the equations over all i, j to obtain
Lw
w
´ }∇w}
2
L
w2
“ n
´
1` 1
α
¯Lψβ
ψβ
´ n
´
1` 1
α
¯}∇ψβ}2L
ψ2β
` Lb
11
b11
´ }∇b
11}2L
pb11q2 .
On the other hand, on the support of ψβ, we also have
Btw
w
“ n
´
1` 1
α
¯Btψβ
ψβ
` Btb
11
b11
´ Btg
11
g11
.
Subtract the equations above. Then, w´2}∇w}2L ě 0 implies the following inequality
Lw
w
´ Btw
w
ě n
´
1` 1
α
¯´Lψβ
ψβ
´ Btψβ
ψβ
¯
´ n
´
1` 1
α
¯}∇ψβ}2L
ψ2β
`
´Lb11
b11
´ Btb
11
b11
¯
´ }∇b
11}2L
pb11q2 `
Btg11
g11
.
By 2.2 and (2.4) we have Btg11 “ 2Kαh11 and Lψβ ´ Btψβ “ β´ pnα´ 1qυ´1Kα, while by (2.8)
Lb11 ´ Btb11 “ αKαbi1b j1pαbklbmn ` bkmbnlq∇ihkl∇ jhmn ` αKαHb11 ´ p1` nαqKαg11.
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Combining the above yields
Lw
w
´ Btw
w
ě ´n
´
1` 1
α
¯}∇ψβ}2L
ψ2β
´ }∇b
11}2L
pb11q2 `
αKαbi1b j1pαbklbmn ` bkmbnlq
b11
∇ihkl∇ jhmn
´ n
´
1` 1
α
¯
pnα´ 1qK
αυ´1
ψβ
` n
´
1` 1
α
¯ β
ψβ
` αKαH ´ p1` nαqKα g
11
b11
` 2Kα h
11
g11
.(3.2)
Now, at pp0, t0q, the following holds
αKαH ´ p1` nαqKα g
11
b11
` 2Kα h
11
g11
ě nαKαλmin ´ p1` nαqKαλmin ` 2Kαλmin “ Kαλmin.(3.3)
In addition, if nα ě 1, then H ě nλmin gives
αKαH “ pα´ 1
n
qKαH ` 1
n
KαH ě pnα´ 1qKαλmin ` 1n K
αH.
Therefore, in the case that nα ě 1, we can improve (3.3) to obtain
αKαH ´ p1` nαqKα g
11
b11
` 2Kα h
11
g11
ě 1
n
KαH.(3.4)
Also, at the maximum point pp0, t0q of w, ∇wpp0, t0q “ 0 holds. So, (3.1) leads to
np1` αq
α
}∇ψβ}2L
ψ2β
` }∇b
11}2L
pb11q2 “
´
1` α
np1` αq
¯}∇b11}2L
pb11q2 “
´
1` α
np1` αq
¯
α
nÿ
i“1
biiKα|∇ib11|2
pb11q2 .
From (2.13), we get ∇ib11 “ ´b1kb1l∇ihkl “ ´pb11q2∇ih11 at pp0, t0q. Hence,
np1` αq
α
}∇ψβ}2L
ψ2β
` }∇b
11}2L
pb11q2 “ α
´
1` α
np1` αq
¯ nÿ
i“1
biipb11q2Kα|∇ih11|2.
Defining, at pp0, t0q, we define
Ii “ biipb11q2Kα|∇ih11|2
Ji “ bii∇1hii.
We may rewrite the equation above as
np1` αq
α
}∇ψβ}2L
ψ2β
` }∇b
11}2L
pb11q2 “ αp1`
α
np1` αqq
nÿ
i“1
Ii(3.5)
and also write
bklbmn∇1hkl∇1hmn “ |bmn∇1hmn|2 “
ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
bii∇1hii
ˇˇˇ2 “ ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
Ji
ˇˇˇ2
which gives
α2Kαbi1b j1bklbmn
b11
∇ihkl∇ jhmn “ α2Kαb11bklbmn∇1hkl∇1hmn “ α2Kαb11
ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
Ji
ˇˇˇ2
.
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Since α2 ě α
2
1` α , we conclude that
α2Kαbi1b j1bklbmn
b11
∇ihkl∇ jhmn ě α
2
1` αK
αb11
ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
Ji
ˇˇˇ2
.(3.6)
Finally, at pp0, t0q, we also have
αKαbi1b j1bkmbnl
b11
∇ihkl∇ jhmn “ αKαb11bkmbnl∇1hkl∇1hmn
“ αKαb11p
nÿ
i“1
|bii∇1hii|2 `
ÿ
i‰ j
biib j j|∇1hi j|2q
ě αKαb11p
nÿ
i“1
|bii∇1hii|2 ` 2
ÿ
i‰1
biib11|∇1hi1|2q
“ αKαb11
nÿ
i“1
|Ji|2 ` 2α
ÿ
i‰1
Ii.
Using α ě α
2
1` α , we may rewrite the inequality above as
αKαbi1b j1bkmbnl
b11
∇ihkl∇ jhmn ě α
2
1` αK
αb11
ÿ
i‰1
|Ji|2 ` αKαb11|J1|2 ` 2α
ÿ
i‰1
Ii.(3.7)
Adding (3.6) and (3.7), gives that at pp0, t0q we have
αKαbi1b j1pαbklbmn ` bkmbnlq
b11
∇ihkl∇ jhmn ě α
2
1` αK
αb11
˜ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
Ji
ˇˇˇ2 `ÿ
i‰1
|Ji|2
¸
`αKαb11|J1|2`2α
ÿ
i‰1
Ii
and by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
n
˜ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
Ji
ˇˇˇ2 `ÿ
i‰1
|Ji|2
¸
“ p12 ` p´1q2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1q2q
˜ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
Ji
ˇˇˇ2 `ÿ
i‰1
|Ji|2
¸
ě
ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
Ji `
ÿ
i‰1
´Ji
ˇˇˇ2 “ |J1|2
and 2α ě αp1` α
np1` αqq, we obtain
αKαbi1b j1pαbklbmn ` bkmbnlq
b11
∇ihkl∇ jhmn ě α
´
1` α
np1` αq
¯´
Kαb11|J1|2 `
ÿ
i‰1
Ii
¯
.
Combining the last inequality with (3.5) while using that Kαb11|J1|2 “ I1, yields
´np1` αq
α
}∇ψβ}2L
ψ2β
´ }∇b
11}2L
pb11q2 `
αKαbi1b j1pαbklbmn ` bkmbnlq
b11
∇ihkl∇ jhmn ě 0.(3.8)
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We conclude by (3.2), (3.3) and (3.8) that at pp0, t0q the following holds
0 ě Lw
w
´ Btw
w
ě ´n
´
1` 1
α
¯
pnα´ 1qK
αυ´1
ψβ
` n
´
1` 1
α
¯ β
ψβ
` Kαλmin.
If nα ď 1, then the last inequality gives n
´
1` 1
α
¯
ď 0, a contradiction. Hence t0 “ 0, and therefore the
desired result holds. If nα ě 1, then we use the improved inequality (3.4) instead of (3.3) by and perform
the same estimates for all the other terms, so that at pp0, t0q, we obtain
0 ě Lw
w
´ Btw
w
ě ´n
´
1` 1
α
¯
pnα´ 1qK
αυ´1
ψβ
` n
´
1` 1
α
¯ β
ψβ
` 1
n
KαH.
Hence
n
´
1` 1
α
¯
pnα´ 1qυ
´1
ψβ
ě n
´
1` 1
α
¯ β
ψβ
K´α ` 1
n
H.
Since nα ě 1, we have 1` 1
α
ď 1` n, and using also that υ ě 1, ψβ ď M, and M ě β, we conclude
from the previous inequality that
n2p1` nqpnα´ 1qψ´1β ě n2
´
1` 1
α
¯
K´α β
ψβ
` H ě
´
n2
´
1` 1
α
¯
K´α ` H
¯ β
M
Next, we employ the Young’s inequality
K´α
pn´ 1qα` 1 `
pn´ 1qαH
pn´ 1qα` 1 ě K
´ αpn´1qα`1 H
pn´1qα
pn´1qα`1 “ `K´1Hn´1˘ αpn´1qα`1
and observe the following
K´1Hn´1 “ H
n´1
λ1λ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ λn “
1
λ1
Hn´1
λ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ λn ě
1
λ1
“ λ´1min.
Combining the last three inequalities yields
n2p1` nqpnα´ 1qMβ´1ψ´1β ě n2
´
1` 1
α
¯
K´α ` H ě K
´α
pn´ 1qα` 1 `
pn´ 1qαH
pn´ 1qα` 1 ě
`
λ´1min
˘ α
pn´1qα`1 .
We conclude, that if nα ě 1, the following holds at pp0, t0q
λ´1min ψ
np1` 1α q
β ď
`
n2pn` 1qpnα´ 1qMβ´1˘pn´1q` 1α ψ1` n´1αβ .
Thus, ψβ ď M gives the desired result. 
4. Speed estimates
This section will be devoted to the proof of a local speed bound. We recall the definition of the cut-off
function ψpp, tq B pM ´ u¯pp, tqq`, where u¯pp, tq B xFpp, tq, ~en`1y denotes the height function.
Theorem 4.1 (Local speed bound). Assume that a smooth hypersurface Σ0 satisfies the assumptions in
Theorem 1.1 and let Σt be a complete strictly convex smooth graph solution of (˚α) defined on Mnˆr0,T q.
Then, given a constant M ě 1,´ t
1` t
¯
pψ2 K 1n qpp, tq ď p4nα` 1q2p2θq1` 12nα pθΛ` M2q
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where θ and Λ are constants given by
θ “ suptυ2pp, sq : u¯pp, sq ă M, s P r0, tsu,
Λ “ suptλ´1minpp, sq : u¯pp, sq ă M, s P r0, tsu.
Proof. Choosing a fixed time T0 P p0,T q, we redefine θ and Λ by
θ “ suptυ2pp, tq : u¯pp, tq ă M, t P r0,T0su, Λ “ suptλ´1minpp, tq : u¯pp, tq ă M, t P r0,T0su.
Also, we define η : r0,T q Ñ R by
ηptq “ t
1` t
which will be used later in this proof.
Following the well used idea by Caffarelli, Nirenberg and Spruck in [6] (see also in [13] and [7]), we
define the function ϕ “ ϕpυ2q, depending on υ2, by
ϕpυ2q “ υ
2
2θ ´ υ2 .
The evolution equation of υ in (2.9) gives
Btpυ2q “ Lpυ2q ´ 2αKαH υ2 ´ 6}∇υ}2L.
Then, the evolution equation of ϕpυ2q is
Btϕ “ ϕ1pLυ2 ´ 2αKαHυ2 ´ 6}∇υ}2Lq “ Lϕ´ ϕ2}∇υ2}2L ´ ϕ1p2αKαHυ2 ` 6}∇υ}2Lq.
Also, the evolution equation of Kα in (2.7) leads to
BtK2α “ LK2α ´ 12 K
´2α}∇K2α}2L ` 2αK3αH
implying the following evolution equation for K2αϕpυ2q
BtpK2αϕq “LpK2αϕq ´ 2x∇K2α,∇ϕyL ` 2αK3αHpϕ´ ϕ1υ2q
´ 1
2
ϕK´2α}∇K2α}2L ´ p4ϕ2υ2 ` 6ϕ1qK2α}∇υ}2L.
Observe that
´2x∇K2α,∇ϕyL “´ x∇K2α,∇ϕyL ` ϕ´1K2α}∇ϕ}2L ´ ϕ´1x∇ϕ,∇pK2αϕqyL
ď1
2
ϕK´2α}∇K2α}2L `
3
2
ϕ´1K2α}∇ϕ}2L ´ ϕ´1x∇ϕ,∇pK2αϕqyL.
Hence, the following inequality holds
BtpK2αϕq ďLpK2αϕq ´ ϕ´1x∇ϕ,∇pK2αϕqyL ` 2αK3αHpϕ´ ϕ1υ2q(4.1)
´ p4ϕ2υ2 ` 6ϕ1 ´ 6ϕ´1ϕ12υ2qK2α}∇υ}2L.
Now, we have
ϕpυ2q ` 1 “ 2θ
2θ ´ υ2 , ϕ
1pυ2q “ 2θp2θ ´ υ2q2 , ϕ
2pυ2q “ 4θp2θ ´ υ2q3 .
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Therefore, by direct calculation we obtain
ϕ´ ϕ1υ2 “ υ
2
2θ ´ υ2 ´
2θυ2
p2θ ´ υ2q2 “ ´
υ4
p2θ ´ υ2q2 “ ´ϕ
2
and
ϕ´1∇ϕ “ 2θ ´ υ
2
υ2
4θυ∇υ
p2θ ´ υ2q2 “ 4θ ϕv
´3∇υ
and also
4ϕ2υ2 ` 6ϕ1 ´ 6ϕ´1ϕ12υ2 “ 16θυ
2
p2θ ´ υ2q3 `
12θ
p2θ ´ υ2q2 ´
24θ2
p2θ ´ υ2q3 “
4θ
p2θ ´ υ2q2 ϕ.
Setting f B K2α ϕ in (4.1) and using the identities above yields
Bt f ď L f ´ 4θ ϕυ´3x∇υ,∇ f yL ´ 2α f KαHϕ´ 4θp2θ ´ υ2q2 f }∇υ}
2
L.
On the other hand, (2.4) gives
Btψ “ Lψ` pnα´ 1qυ´1Kα ď Lψ` nαKα.
Hence, on the support of ψ, we have
Btψ4nα ď Lψ4nα ´ 4nαp4nα´ 1qψ4nα´2}∇ψ}2L ` 4n2α2Kαψ4nα´1.
Thus, on the support of ψ, the following holds
Btp fψ4nαq ďLp fψ4nαq ´ 2x∇ψ4nα,∇ f yL ´ 4θ ϕυ´3ψ4nαx∇υ,∇ f yL ´ 2α f KαHϕψ4nα
´ 4θp2θ ´ υ2q2 fψ
4nα}∇υ}2L ´ 4nαp4nα´ 1q fψ4nα´2}∇ψ}2L ` 4n2α2Kαψ4nα´1.
Next, we compute
´4θ ϕυ´3ψ4nαx∇υ,∇ f yL “
“´ 4θ ϕυ´3x∇υ,∇p fψ4nαqyL ` 16nαθ ϕυ´3 fψ4nα´1x∇υ,∇ψyL
ď´ 4θ ϕυ´3x∇υ,∇p fψ4nαqyL `
4θ fψ4nα}∇υ}2L
p2θ ´ υ2q2 ` 16n
2α2θ p2θ ´ υ2q2ϕ2υ´6 fψ4nα´2}∇ψ}2L
“´ 4θ ϕυ´3x∇υ,∇p fψ4nαqyL ` 4θp2θ ´ υ2q2 fψ
4nα}∇υ}2L ` 16 n2α2θυ´2 fψ4nα´2 }∇ψ}2L.
Moreover, we have
´2x∇ψ4nα,∇ f yL “ ´2ψ´4nαx∇ψ4nα,∇p fψ4nαqyL ` 32n2α2 fψ4nα´2}∇ψ}2L.
Combining the above gives
Btp fψ4nαq ďLp fψ4nαq ´ x2ψ´4nα∇ψ4nα ` 4θϕυ´3∇υ,∇p fψ4nαqyL ´ 2α f KαHϕψ4nα
` `32 n2α2 ` 16 n2α2θυ´2 ´ 4nαp4nα´ 1q˘ fψ4nα´2}∇ψ}2L ` 4n2α2Kαψ4nα´1.
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In addition, on the support of ψ, we have ∇ψ “ ´∇u¯ “ ´∇xF, ~en`1y which leads to
}∇ψ}2L “ }∇xF, ~en`1y}2L ď
n`1ÿ
m“1
}∇xF, ~emy}2L “
n`1ÿ
m`1
αKαbi jxFi, ~emy xF j, ~emy
“
nÿ
i“1
nÿ
j“1
αKαbi j
´ n`1ÿ
m“1
xFi, ~emy xF j, ~emy
¯
“
nÿ
i“1
nÿ
j“1
αKαbi jgi j ď nαKαλ´1min ď nαΛKα.
Hence, υ ě 1 implies`
32n2α2 ` 16n2α2θ υ´2 ´ 4nαp4nα´ 1q˘ fψ4nα´2 }∇ψ}2L ď nα `16n2α2pθ ` 1q ` 4nα˘ fψ4nα´2ΛKα.
Thus, by the inequalities H ě nK 1n and ϕ ě 1{p2θq, the evolution equation of fψ4nα can be reduced to the
following
Btp fψ4nαq ďLp fψ4nαq ´ x2ψ´4nα∇ψ4nα ` 4θϕυ´3∇υ,∇ fψ4nαyL ´ nα θ´1Kα` 1n fψ4nα
` 4n2α2p4nαpθ ` 1q ` 1qΛKα fψ4nα´2 ` 4n2α2Kαψ4nα´1.
Involving η— tp1` tq´1 and Bηt “ p1` tq´2 ď 1 yields
Btpη2nα fψ4nαq ďLpη2nα fψ4nαq ´ x2ψ´4nα∇ψ4nα ` 4θϕυ´3∇υ,∇η2nα fψ4nαyL ´ nα θ´1Kα` 1n η2nα fψ4nα
` 4n2α2p4nαpθ ` 1q ` 1qΛKαη2nα fψ4nα´2 ` 4n2α2Kαη2nα fψ4nα´1 ` 2nαη2nα´1 fψ4nα.
Now by conditions (ii), (iii) in Theorem 1.1 ψ is compactly supported. Hence η2nα fψ4nα attains its maxi-
mum in Mn ˆ r0,T0s at some pp0, t0q with t0 ą 0. Then, the last inequality implies that at pp0, t0q
nα θ´1Kα`
1
n η2nα fψ4nα ď 4n2α2p4nαpθ ` 1q ` 1qΛKαη2nα fψ4nα´2
` 4n2α2Kαη2nα fψ4nα´1 ` 2nαη2nα´1 fψ4nα.
Multiplying by pnαq´1θK´αη´2nα`1 f´1ψ´4nα`2 yields the bound
ηK
1
nψ2 ď 4nαθp4nαpθ ` 1q ` 1qΛ η` 4nαθηψ` 2θK´αψ2
and by θ ě 1, ψ ď M, 1 ď M, and η ď 1
ηK
1
nψ2 ď 4nαθ η
´`
4nαpθ ` θq ` θ˘Λ` ψ¯` 2θηnαψ2`2nαpηK 1nψ2q´nα
ď 4nαθp8nα` 1qpθΛ` Mq ` 2θM2`2nαpηK 1nψ2q´nα
ď 2θp16n2α2 ` 2nα` M2nαpηK 1nψ2q´nαqpθΛ` M2q.
Hence, in the case of ηK
1
nψ2 ě M2, the last inequality yields
ηK
1
nψ2 ď 2θp16n2α2 ` 2nα` 1qpθΛ` M2q ď 2θp4nα` 1q2pθΛ` M2q.
In the other case, we can simply obtain ηK
1
nψ2 ď M2 ď 2θp4nα` 1q2pθΛ` M2q. Thus, at pp0, t0q,
ηK
1
nψ2 ď 2θp4nα` 1q2pθΛ` M2q.
Let Ψ denote the maximum value η2nα fψ4nαpp0, t0q “ η2nαϕK2αψ4nαpp0, t0q. Then, ϕ ď 1 gives
Ψ ď pηK 1nψ2q2αnpp0, t0q ď p2θq2αnp4nα` 1q4αnpθΛ` M2q2αn.
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Using also that p2θq´1 ď ϕ, we finally conclude that for all p P Mn and t P r0,T0s the following holds
η2nαK2αψ4nαpp, tq
2θ
ď η2nαϕK2αψ4nαpp, tq ď Ψ ď p2θq2αnp4nα` 1q4αnpθΛ` Mq2αn.
Hence, setting t “ T0 yields
pηK 1nψ2qpp,T0q ď p2θq1` 12nα p4nα` 1q2pθΛ` M2q
and the desired result simply follows by substituting T0 by t. 
5. Long time existence
In this final section, we will establish the all time existence of the complete non-compact α-Gauss
curvature flow (˚α), as stated in our main Theorem 1.1. Our proof will be based on the a’priori estimates
in sections 2-4, and the proof will be done in two steps. We will first show, in the next Theorem, the
existence of a complete solution Σt on t P p0,T q, where T “ TΩ depends on the domain Ω. We will then
construct an appropriate barrier to guarantee that each Σt remains as a graph over the same domain Ω, for
all t P p0,T q, implying that T “ `8 independently from the domain Ω.
Theorem 5.1. Let Ω, u0 and Σ0 satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1.1. Assume BRpx0q Ă Ω, for some
R ą 0. Then, given an immersion F0 : Mn Ñ Rn`1 with F0pMnq “ Σ0, there is a solution F : Mn ˆ
p0,T q Ñ Rn`1 of (˚α) for some T ě pnα`1qRnα`1 such that for each t P p0,T q, the image Σt B FpMn, tq
is a strictly convex smooth complete graph of a function up¨, tq : Ωt Ñ R defined on a convex openΩt Ă Ω,
and also up¨, tq and Ωt satisfy the conditions of u0 and Ω in Theorem 1.1.
We begin with some extra notation.
Notation 5.2. We have:
(i) Given a set A P Rn`1, we denote by ConvpVq its convex hull ttx` p1´ tqy : x, y P A, t P r0, 1su.
(ii) Let Σ be a convex complete (either non-compact or closed) hypersurface. If a set V is a subset of
ConvpΣq, we say V is enclosed by Σ and use the notation
V ĺ Σ.
In particular, if V
Ş
Σ “ H and V ĺ Σ, we use V ă Σ.
(iii) For a convex smooth hypersurface Σ with a point X P Σ, we denote by KpΣqpXq the Gauss
curvature of Σ at X.
(iv) For a convex complete graph Σ with a point X P Σ, we define u¯pΣqpXq and υminpΣqpXq by
u¯pΣqpXq “ xX, ~en`1y, υpΣqpXq “ sup
 x~nL, ~en`1y´1 : L is a hyperpalne tangent to Σ at X (
where ~nL is the upward unit normal vector of a hyperplane L.
(v) Bn`1R pYq B tX P Rn`1 : |X´Y| ă Ru denotes the pn` 1q-ball of radius R centered at Y P Rn`1.
(vi) For a convex closed hypersurface Σ, we define the support function S : S n Ñ R by
S pvq “ max
YPΣ xv,Yy
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(vii) For a convex hypsersurface Σ and η ą 0, we denote by Ση the η-envelope of Σ.
Ση “  Y P Rn`1 : dpY,Σq “ η, Y R ConvpΣq(
where d is the distance function.
(viii) For r ą 0 and px0, t0q P Rnˆp0,`8q, Qrppx0, t0qq B Brpx0qˆ pt0´ r2, t0s denotes the parabolic
cube centered at px0, t0q, where Brpx0q is the n-ball of radius r centered at x0 P Rn. Also, for
β P p0, 1q, Cβ,β{2x,t pQrq denotes the standard Ho¨lder space with respect to the parabolic distance.
In the proof of Theorem 5.1 we will use a standard Schauder estimate for equation (˚˚α). However,
since (˚˚α) is not a concave equation we cannot directly use the known regularity theory. To detour this
difficulty, we slightly modify the standard C2,β estimate of G. Tian and X.-J. Wang in [20].
Proposition 5.3 (C2,β estimate). Let u : Qr Ñ R be a strictly convex and smooth solution of (˚˚α) with
Qr B Qrppx0, t0qq. Then, there exist some β P p0, 1q such that for any σ P p0, 1q, we have
}D2u}
Cβ,β{2x,t pQσrq ď Cpr, σ, α, β, n, supQr
|u|, sup
Qr
υ, sup
Qr
K, inf
Qr
λminq
where υ, K, and λmin are the gradient function, the Gauss curvature, and the smallest principal curvature
of Σt “ tpy, upy, tqq : y P Brpx0qu at px, upx, tqq.
Proof. One can easily show that sup
Qr
υ, sup
Qr
K, inf
Qr
λmin control the ellipticity constant from above and
below of the fully-nonlinear operator in (˚˚α). Thus, space-time Ho¨lder estimate for Btu can be obtained
by Krylov-Safonov’s estimate in [18], as in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [20]. Now, we transform
(˚˚α) into the following equation
pdet D2uq 1n “ putq 1nα p1` |Du|2q
pn`2qα´1
2nα .
Since pdet D2uq 1n is a concave operator, the result of Caffarelli in [5] gives us a space Ho¨lder estimate for
D2up¨, tq for each t. Thus, Ho¨lder estimate for D2u in t can be achieved in the same manner as in Step 2
of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [20]. 
We will now give the proof of the existence Theorem 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We will obtain a solution Σt B tpx, up¨, tqq : x P Ωt Ă Rnu as a limit
Σt B lim
jÑ`8Γ
j
t
where Γ jt is a strictly convex closed hypersurface which is symmetric with respect to the hyperplane
xn`1 “ j and also evolves by the α-Gauss curvature flow (˚α). Let Σ jt B Γ jt
Ş`
Rn ˆ r0, js˘ denote
the lower half of Γ jt . Then, the symmetry guarantees that each Σ
j
t is a graph over the same hyperplane
Rn. Thus, by applying the local a’priori estimates shown in sections 2-4 on compact subsets of Rn`1, we
obtain uniform C8 bounds on the lower half of Σ jt necessary to pass to the limit.
Step 1 : The construction of the approximating sequence Σ jt . Let u0,Σ0 and Ω be as in Theorem 1.1
and assume that inf
Ω
u0 “ 0.
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For each j P N, we reflect Σ0 Ş`Rn ˆ r0, js˘ over the j-level hyperplane Rn ˆ t ju B tpx, jq : x P Rnu
to obtain a uniformly convex closed hypersurface Γ¯ j0 defined by
Γ¯
j
0 “ tpx, hq P Rn`1 : h P tu0pxq, 2 j´ u0pxqu, x P Ω, u0pxq ď ju.
Then, we let Γ j0 denote the p1{ jq-envelope of Γ¯ j0, which is uniformly convex closed hypersurface of class
C1,1 and we denote it by pΓ¯ j0q1{ j. Now, by Theorem 15 in [2], there is a unique convex closed viscosity
solution Γ jt of (˚α) with initial data Γ¯ j0 which is defined for t P p0,T jq, where T j is its maximal existing
time. In addition, the uniqueness guarantees the symmetry of Γ jt with respect to the hyperplane R
n ˆ t ju.
Hence, its lower half Σ jt B Γ
j
t
Ş`
Rn ˆ r0, js˘ is given by the graph of a function u jp¨, tq defined on a
convex set Ω jt Ă Rn, namely
Σ
j
t B Γ
j
t
č`
Rn ˆ r0, js˘ “ tpx, u jpx, tqq : x P Ω jt u.
Finally, we set
Σt “ B
 ď
jPN
ConvpΓ jt q
(
, Ωt “
ď
jPN
Ω
j
t , t P r0,T q, where T “ sup
jPN
T j.
Step 2 : Properties of the approximating sequence Σ jt . The following hold:
(P1) Γ
j
t Ă Γ j`1t , T j ď T j`1, and u0pyq ď u j`1py, tq ď u jpy, tq hold for all j P N, t ă T j, and y P Ω jt .
(P2) If BRpx0q Ă Ω, then T ě pnα` 1q´1Rnα`1.
Proof of properties (P1) - (P2). Since we have Γ
j
0 ĺ Γ
j`1
0 , the comparison principle gives that Γ
j
t ĺ Γ
j`1
t ,
which yields u0pyq ď u j`1py, tq ď u jpy, tq. Moreover, since Γ jt exists until it converges to a point by
Theorem 15 in [2], we also have T j ď T j`1.
Let us next show (P2). BRpx0q Ă Ω means that there is a constant h0 satisfying Bn`1R ppx0, h0qq ĺ Σ0.
Set X0 “ px0, h0q and choosing j ě R` h0 so that Bn`1R pX0q ĺ Γ¯ j0 holds. On the other hand, BBn`1ρ jptqpX0q
is a solution of (˚α), where ρ jptq “ pRnα`1 ´ pnα ` 1qtq 1nα`1 . Hence, the comparison principle leads to
BBn`1
ρ jptqpX0q ĺ Γ
j
t , and by Theorem 15 in [2], Γ
j
t exists while ρ jptq ą 0. Thus, (P2) holds.
Step 3 : A’priori estimates for Γ jt . We verify that the a’priori estimates in section 2-4 apply Γ
j
t for the
cut-off ψβ with M ă j, even though Γ j0 fails to be smooth.
By considering p0, jq as a origin, we have a positive and symmetric support function S j0 of Γ j0. We recall
the compactly supported mollifiers ϕ on S n in Proposition 6.2 in [7], and let S
j,
0 denote the convolution
S j0 ˚ ϕ on S n. Then, by Proposition 6.3 in [7], for a small , S j,0 is the support function of a strictly
convex smooth closed hypersurface Γ j,0 . Let Γ
j,
t be the unique strictly convex smooth closed solution of
(˚α) defined for t P r0,T j,0 q (c.f. in [8]). Moreover, the uniqueness and the symmetry of Γ j,0 guarantees
that Γ j,t also has the symmetry with respect to R
n ˆ t ju. Therefore, the lower half of Γ j,t remains as a
graph and thus a’priori estimates in sections 2-4 apply for Γ j,t with M ď j.
On the other hand, by Proposition 6.3 in [7], Γ j,0 converge to Γ
j
0 in C
1 sense and the following holds
lim inf
Ñ0 λminpΓ
j,
0 qpXq ě λlocminpΓ j0qpXq
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where tXu is a set of points X P Γ j,0 converging to X P Σ j0 as  Ñ 0.
Thus, for M ă j and QM C Rn ˆ r´1,Mq, the following hold
lim inf
Ñ0
`
inf
XPQM
λminpΓ j0qpXq
˘ ě inf
XPQM
λlocminpΓ j0qpXq, lim sup
Ñ0
`
sup
XPQM
υpΓ j0qpXq
˘ ď sup
XPQM
υpΓ j0qpXq
Hence, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.3 gives the uniform gradient estimate and the uniform lower
bounds of principal curvatures for Γ j,t , and therefore Theorem 4.1 guarantees the uniform upper bound for
principal curvatures for Γ j,t . Now, we let the lower half of Γ
j,
t be the graph of a function u
j,p0, tq. Then,
we have |u j, | ď j and thus Proposition 5.3 implies the local uniform C2,β estimates for u j, . Hence, the
limit lim
Ñ0 u
j, “ u j satisfies the same estimates, and the lower half of Γ jt is a smooth graph for t ą 0.
Step 4 : Passing Γ jt to the limit Σt. First we observe that
Ť
jPN ConvpΓ jt q is a convex body by (P1);
Γ
j
t ĺ Γ
j`1
t ĺ Σ0. Thus, Σt is a complete and convex hypersurface embedded in Rn`1.
For any constant M ą 0, t0 ą 0, σ ą 0 , and j ą M, we apply the gradient estimate Theorem
2.2 with β “ mintM, t´10 σu, which yields a uniform gradient bound of Γ jt for j ą M and t P r0, t0s in
Rn ˆ r0,M ´ 2σs. So, the gradient function υpΣtq of Σt is bounded in each Rn ˆ r0,M ´ 2σs. Thus,
Σt is a complete convex graph of a function up¨, tq defined on a convex open set Ωt.
In addition, by (P1); u0pxq ď upx, tq,
up¨, tq and Ωt satisfy the conditions (i),(ii),(iii) of u0 and Ω in Theorem 1.1.
Also, by applying the curvature lower bound, Theorem 3.3, and the speed bound, Theorem 4.1, we have
a uniform curvature bound from below and above of Γ jt in r0,M ´ σs for large j ą M, small σ ą 0, and
t P rt1, t0s with 0 ă t1 ă t0 ă T .
Step 5 : Passing u j to the limit u. Recall u j the sequence of solutions to (˚˚α) defined in Step 1. For
t P p0,T q, by (P1), the following holds
upy, tq “ lim
jÑ8 u
jpy, tq.
We begin by choosing t1, t0 P p0,T q, (t1 ă t0) and y0 P Ωt0 . Since Ωt0 is open, there is a small r ą 0
satisfying Brpy0q Ă Ωt0 and r2 ă t0 ´ t1. On the other hand, (P1) gives the monotone convergence of
Ω
j
t0 to Ωt0 . Hence, for some large J0 P N, we have Brpy0q Ă ΩJ0t0 , implying that uJ0py, t0q ď J0, for all
y P Brpy0q. Thus, for all j ě J0, t P rt1, t0s, and y P Brpy0q, the convexity of u j and (P1) lead to
(6.1) 0 ď u0pyq ď u jpy, tq ď u jpy, t0q ď uJ0py, t0q ď J0.
Notice that in Step 4, we have shown uniform estimates for λ´1min, υ, and K of tΣ jt utPrt1,t0s in Rn ˆ r0, J0s
for j ą J0. Therefore, Proposition 5.3 and (6.1) imply that u is of class C2,βlocpBrpy0q ˆ pt1, t0sq for some
β P p0, 1q, and upy, tq is a strictly convex C2,β solution of (˚˚α). Hence, standard regularity results show
that actually upy, tq is C8 smooth. Thus, by (P2), we assure that Σt is the desired solution. This finishes
the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
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To finish with the proof of Theorem 1.1, it remains to show that
Ωt “ Ω
which follows from the next Theorem.
Theorem 5.4. Let Ω, u0 and Σ0 satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1.1. Assume Σt “ tpx, upx, tqq : Ωtu,
t P r0,T q, is a strictly convex smooth complete graph solution of (˚α) such that Ωt, up¨, tq and Σt satisfy
the conditions of Ω, u0 and Σ0 in Theorem 1.1. Then, for any closed ball BR0py0q Ă Ω and any t0 P p0,T q,
the following holds
BR0py0q Ă Ωt0 .
Φ
δ,m
0
Σ0
(a) Initial position
Φ
δ,m
tδ,m
Zδ,m
Σtδ,m
(b) Contact on top
Zδ,m
Σtδ,m
Φ
δ,m
tδ,m
(c) Contact on bottom
Figure 2. Properties of barrier
Proof. Let y0 P Ω, R0 and t0 P p0,T q as in the statement of the Theorem. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that y0 “ 0 and R0 ă 1. The given condition BR0p0q Ă Ω implies that there exists a constant
m0 ě 0 such that BR0p0q ă Lm0pΣ0q. For each m ě m0 ` 1 and each δ ą 0 sufficiently small satisfying
δ` 21`nαR´nα0 δαt0 ă R0{2
we define the function f δ,m : rm´ 1,ms ˆ r0, t0s Ñ R by
f δ,mph, tq B R0 ´ δph´ mq2 ´ 21`nαR´nα0 δαt.
Let f´1p¨, tq denote the inverse function of f p¨, tq and Φδ,mt denote the graph of the rotationally symmetric
function ϕpyq “ f´1p|y|, tq, namely
Φ
δ,m
t B tpy, hq : |y| “ f δ,mph, tqu
(see in the figure above). By definition, we haveΦδ,m0 ă Σ0.We will show thatΦ
δ,m
t defines a supersolution
of (˚α) and consequently that
Φ
δ,m
t0 ă Σt0 , for m ą Mδ ` 1
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for some constant Mδ depending on δ. Thus,
B f δ,mpm,t0qp0q “ LmpΦδ,mt0 q ă LmpΣt0q ĺ Ωt0
and by passing δ to zero, we will obtain the desired result.
Let us first see that Φδ,mt defines supersolution of (˚α). For convenience, we denote Brp f´1qpr, tq and
Brrp f´1qpr, tq by f´1r and f´1rr , respectively. Then, the Gauss curvature K of Φδ,mt satisfies
K “ f
´1
rr | f´1r |n´1
rn´1p1` | f´1r |2q n`22
ď f
´1
rr
|R0{2|n´1p1` | f´1r |2q 32
“ ´ 2
n´1 fhh
Rn´10 p1` f 2h q
3
2
ď 2
nδ
Rn´10
ă 2nR´n0 δ.
Also, the gradient function υ of f´1 on Lrm´1,mqpΦδ,mt q satisfies
υ “ p1` | f´1r |2q
1
2 “ p1` 1
4δ2ph´ mq2 q
1
2 ď p1` 4δ
2ph´ mq2q 12
2δpm´ hq ď
1
δpm´ hq
since δ ă R0{2 ă 1{2. Finally, on Lrm´1,mqpΦδ,mt q, we can derive from f´1p f ph, tq, tq “ h the following
Btp f´1q “ ´ f´1r Bt f “
21`nαR´nα0 δ
α
2δpm´ hq “
2nαR´nα0 δ
α
δpm´ hq ą K
αυ.
Thus, Φδ,mt is a supersolution of (˚α). In other words, Σt cannot contact with Φδ,mt in the interior of Φδ,mt .
If there exists the contact time tδ,m P p0, t0s such that Σt ŞConvpΦδ,mt q “ H for t P p0, tδ,mq and
Σtδ,m
Ş
ConvpΦδ,m
tδ,m
q ‰ H, then we denote the contact set by Zδ,m
Zδ,m B Σtδ,m
č
ConvpΦδ,m
tδ,m
q “ Σtδ,m
č
Φ
δ,m
tδ,m
.
We have just seen that
Zδ,m Ă BpΦδ,mtδ,mq “ Lpm´1qpΦδ,mtδ,mq
ď
LmpΦδ,mtδ,mq
and since Σt is a graph, it cannot contact Φ
δ,m
t on LmpΦδ,mt q. Hence,
(6.1) Zδ,m Ă Lpm´1qpΦδ,mtδ,mq.
If there exist a contact point pz0,m´1q P Zδ,m, then |z0| “ f δ,mpm´1, tδ,mq ă R0 and the slope of the graph
of u at this point is at most equal to the slope of Φδ,m (see in Figure 2(c)), hence |Du|pz0, tδ,mq ď p2δq´1.
On the other hand, since A B tpy, tq : t P r0, t0s, y P Ωt, |y| ď R0, |Du|py, tq ď p2δq´1u is a compact
set, the function u attains its maximum in A. Set
M B maxtupy, tq : py, tq P Au.
Since pz0, tδ,mq P A, we must have m´ 1 “ upz0, tδ,mq ď Mδ. Therefore, if m ą Mδ ` 1, then
(6.2) Zδ,m
č
Lpm´1qpΦδ,mtδ,mq “ H
concluding that Φδ,mt0 ă Σt0 and B f δ,mpm,t0qp0q ĺ Ωt0 . By passing δ to zero, we obtain the desired result.

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